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Introduction
Welcome to the Island Radar Dual Radar Vehicle Detection System
user guide.

RADAR
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ZONE 3

XR

ZONE 4

IR

VDR24

Figure 1. SmartSensor Matrix Rail and VDR24 controller

This guide will cover selecting a mounting location, installing, configuring, and performing periodic maintenance for a SmartSensor Matrix
Rail sensor and a VDR24 controller. To find the instructions for specific
tasks, see the table of contents or index. If your questions aren't answered in this guide, contact Island Radar.

Note. Visit IslandRadar.
com/support to
download the most
recent version of
the Dual Radar
Vehicle Detection
System User Guide.

What you'll need
The following are typically included in a system package:
˿

A SmartSensor Matrix Rail
A SmartSensor Matrix Rail quick start guide
˿ Vehicle Detection Radar Controller (VDR24)
˿ Sensor cable
˿ Mounting bracket (standard or elevated)
˿

 Introduction
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˿

Homerun/grounding cable
˿ Junction box

Service information
Don't try to service or repair the SmartSensor Matrix Rail sensor or
VDR24 controller; none of their components or parts are serviceable
in the field. Attempting to open either a sensor or VDR24 unit, unless
expressly directed by Island Radar, will void the customer warranty.
Island Radar is not liable for any bodily harm or damage caused if unqualified persons attempt to service or open the cover of these units.
Refer all service questions to Island Radar.

Important note
Failure to follow the installation and maintenance guidelines laid out
in this guide could result in decreased performance. If you believe it is
necessary to deviate from these guidelines, contact Island Radar for
assistance and recommendations.

8
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1

Choosing Sensor
Mounting Location
Mounting location and height
140 feet
90°

140 feet

Figure 2. SmartSensor Matrix Rail footprint (quarter circle with a 140 ft. range)

Chapter 1: Choosing Sensor Mounting Location

•
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˿

Make sure each sensor has a clear view of the entire crossing
island. Pay particular attention to signs, poles, gates, and trees.
˿ The mounting locations may vary based on your crossing and
what is available. The sensors can be mounted on the crossing
entrance gates, exit gates, or on dedicated poles near the exit
gates.
˿ When the railroad tracks and road do not cross at a right angle, a
better view of the island and stop bar can be attained by mounting
the sensor on a corner of the crossing where the road and railroad
form an acute angle.
Note. This is the
recommended
mounting location.

Mounting on dedicated poles near exit gates

Figure 3. Sensors mounted on dedicated poles
˿

Provides the most flexibility in minimizing multipath
Permits more space ahead of the crossing gate to be included in
the sensor's field of view.
˿ Make sure poles are in line with the exit gates.
˿ Placing the pole farther away from the exit gate allows the sensor
to see more area in front of the entrance gates.
˿ All areas to be detected must be within 140 feet of the mounting
pole.
˿

10
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Mounting on entrance/exit gates

Figure 4. Sensors mounted on exit gates
˿

Sensors may be placed on either the entrance or exit gates of the
crossing island.
˿ This method typically reduces sensor field of view in front of gate,
which can reduce performance.
˿ When mounted on crossing gates, one side of the field of view
should be aligned with the crossing gates and the other with the
roadway.
˿ When mounted on exit gates, sensors can better detect cars approaching the entrance gates.

Choosing a mounting height
The sensor should be mounted 18–22 ft. above the surface of the
roadway. If the pole is shorter than 18 ft., the Elevated Mounting
Bracket provides an additional 48 in. of vertical height.

Definition. Mounting
height is measured
from the road's height,
not the bottom of the
pole. If installing a
new pole, remember
that part of the pole
will likely be below
ground. If needed, the
Elevated Mounting
Bracket can provide
additional height for
poles placed below
the roadway surface.

Chapter 1: Choosing Sensor Mounting Location
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Occlusion and Multipathing
There are two problems you might face while using a radar detector.

Figure 5. Occlusion

Occlusion occurs when one object blocks another object from the
sensor's view, as shown above. This can happen with
˿

Signs
Barriers and sounding walls
˿ Trees and more
˿

Multipathing occurs when a large flat surface near the sensor interferes with detection. A radar signal can bounce around several times
between the surface and the vehicles before returning to the sensor.
This can make the sensor detect a vehicle where there is none.
This can happen with
˿

Buildings
Signs
˿ Suspended power lines and cables
˿ Sounding walls and more
˿

Fixing occlusion problems
˿

Remove objects in the sensor field of view
˿ Raise the sensor's mounting height with an Elevated Mounting
Bracket to help move it above obstructions

12
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Fixing multipath problems
˿

Move the sensor if possible; make sure it is separated from overhead signs, bridges, etc. A 30-ft. (9.1–m) lateral separation would
be ideal, but even just a few feet can make a difference.
˿ Adjust the sensor's sensitivity thresholds in SmartSensor Manager
Matrix Rail (SSMMR), as covered in chapter 6.
˿ Sensors are designed to work in the presence of suspended power lines and other electrical cables. However, these cables should
be at least 10 ft. away from the front of the sensors.

Chapter 1: Choosing Sensor Mounting Location

•
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2

Installing the Sensors
Repeat the following steps for each bracket and sensor in your
application.
Note. These
directions apply to
installations using
the Mounting Bracket
or the Elevated
Mounting Bracket.

Note. Before attaching
a mount to the pole,
make sure your
cables are long
enough to reach the
sensor height and
to stretch across the
distance from the
sensor to the junction
box or bungalow.

Preparing the mounting bracket
1
2
3
4

Remove the large bolts holding the end knuckle to the mount.
Position the mounting bracket on the side of the pole that is closest to the crossing island.
Insert the U-bolts so that they wrap around the pole and their
ends come through the holes on the mounting bracket.
Thread nuts onto U-bolts and tighten securely to prevent any
movement of the U-bolts or mounting bracket.

Figure 6. Mounting bracket on pole
14
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Attaching sensors to mounting brackets
1
2

Use the four small bolts and lock washers to attach the mounting
bracket knuckles to the sensor backplates.
Attach the knuckle and sensor to the mount using the large bolts
you removed earlier (the cable connector should be pointed
down). Don't tighten completely yet, as you still need to align the
sensor to the roadway.

Figure 7. Sensor on mounting bracket

Attaching the snow shield visor

Note. In climates that
regularly receive more
than one inch of snow
annually, a sensor
with a snow shield
is recommended to
minimize effects of
snow on detection.

Figure 8. Snow shield visor

1
2
3
4

Remove the bolts and nuts holding the backplate to the sensor
and then remove the backplate.
Attach the visor backplate and replace the bolts and nuts.
Attach the sensor mount to the visor backplate.
Make sure all bolts are secure.

Chapter 2: Installing the Sensors

•
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Aiming the sensors
Note. To help
you visualize the
installation, the
sensor's 90° field of
view is imprinted on
the top and bottom
of the sensor case.

1

Note. You will
complete the
alignment process
by connecting
to SmartSensor
Manager Matrix
Rail and verifying
sensor detections;
see chapters 4–7.

Note. Do NOT
roll the sensor.

Tilt the sensor down so it is aimed at the center of the crossing
island.

Figure 9. Aiming the sensor

2

Adjust the side-to-side angle so that the sensor's 90° field of view
covers the approach.

Applying silicon dielectric compound

Figure 10. Applying the compound

1
2

16
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Tear the tab off the tube of silicon dielectric compound that came
with the sensor.
Squeeze about a quarter of the compound on the connector at
the base of the sensor.
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Connecting the sensor cables

Figure 11. Cable strapped to pole (left) or run through conduit (right)

1
2
3

4

Insert the cable connector into the sensor connector. Be aware
that it is a keyed connector.
Twist the cable connector clockwise until you hear it click into place.
Strap the cable to the pole or run it through a conduit. Leave a small
amount of slack at the top; this reduces strain, allows you to create
a drip loop as shown above, and gives you something to work with
should you need to move the sensor's position in the future.
If there's excess cable, don't cut it, as you may need it in the future;
leave it in the pole.

Grounding the sensors
1
2
3

Connect a grounding wire (16 AWG minimum) to the grounding
lug on the bottom of the sensor.
Run the grounding wire down the pole, alongside the sensor cable, to an earth ground near the pole.
If the pole is grounded, the grounding wire may be connected to
the pole using a high quality screw, taking into account any galvanic corrosion which may occur.

Note. Be careful of
electrostatic discharge
(ESD) when handling
the SmartSensor
Matrix Rail before and
during installation.
ESD triggered by
the sensor handler,
particularly on the
outer grounding
lug before being
properly grounded,
may cause harmful
effects to the Matrix
Rail components.

Note. If there is a
large ground potential
difference between
the pole earth ground
and the VDR24 earth
ground, the two
grounds may need to
be electrically bonded.

Chapter 2: Installing the Sensors
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Wiring the junction box
1

2

Note. For best results,
you may want to put a
ferrule on the end of
the drains, or twist the
strands of the drain
together tightly, before
terminating them in
the terminal blocks.

3

4
5

Insert the sensor cable (the pigtail cable coming from each sensor) through the rightmost cable grip of the junction box. Twist the
cable grip to tighten.
Land the conductors and drain in the terminal blocks inside the
box: Insert each conductor into the round hole on the plug portion
of the terminal block (do not strip the insulation). Insert a small
screwdriver into the square hole above the terminal, and rock
upwards to secure the conductor in place.
Insert one end of the homerun cable (the cable that runs to the
traffic cabinet) into the leftmost cable grip. Twist the cable grip to
tighten.
Follow the instructions in step 2 to land each conductor and drain
into the correct spots in the terminal block.
Repeat the process for each junction box in your application.

Figure 12. Junction box wiring

18
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Figure 13. Mini junction box wiring

Chapter 2: Installing the Sensors
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3
Installing the
VDR24 Controller
Controller installation

RADAR
1

2

–

SYS

HEALTH

+
SELECT

CANCEL

ZONE 1
ZONE 2
ZONE 3

XR

ZONE 4

IR

VDR24
Figure 14. VDR24 controller

The FRA-approved VDR24 controller provides power and communications to the Matrix Rail, as well as an interface to a crossing controller or
signal system processor. Each VDR24 can support up to two sensors.

20
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Mounting the controller
1
2

Mount the VDR24 to a wall or backplane surface using the four
keyhole flanges on the left and right sides of the device.
Mount the device at eye-level in a location where cables and
pluggable terminal strip connectors can be conveniently routed to
each side.

Connecting power and earth ground
1
2
3

Insert the power wires into the + and - terminals.
Insert the earth ground wire into the earth ground terminal.
After wires are properly connected to the terminal, reinsert the
terminal into the VDR24.

Connecting the sensor cables
1

2

Insert the seven-conductor cable from one of the sensors into one
of the terminals labeled Radar Connections. (This terminal is on
the bottom-left side of the VDR24.) Match the color coding of the
sensor cable to the wire labels on each of the terminals.
Repeat for the second sensor.

Connecting zone detection and health outputs
+12VDC (B12)

Isolated Inputs to Railroad Equipment
Mechanical or Solid State Relay
VDR24 + and - Outputs for
Zone and Health Signals

VDR24 Radar Controller

Note. Terminal blocks
may be removed from
the VDR24 to more
easily insert the wires.

Note. To most easily
insert the wires into the
spring-cage terminals
used by the VDR24,
you may want to place
ferrules on wire ends.

Note. There are four
unpowered, normally
open contact pairs
(zones) provided for
each sensor. When
they are closed,
no train or vehicle
presence is detected.
When they are open,
a target in the zone
has been detected.

Ground (N12)

Low-Side Switching

+12VDC (B12)

VDR24 + and - Outputs for
Zone and Health Signals

VDR24 Radar Controller

High-Side Switching

Isolated Inputs to Railroad Equipment
Mechanical or Solid State Relay

Ground (N12)

Figure 15. Typical zone/health outputs, low- and high-side switching
Chapter 3: Installing the VDR24 Controller
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1
2

Note. There are two
normally open heath
contacts—one for
each sensor. When
contacts are closed,
health is good. When
contacts are open, the
VDR24 is in a failsafe
state. Other railroad
equipment may
use these contacts
to respond to the
potentially failed status
of the radar system.

3

4

For zone detection outputs, find the zone outputs on the left side
of the VDR24.
Connect the + and - zone outputs to the contact relay and ground
(Battery-) for low-side switching. For high-side switching, connect
to the relay and Battery+.
For health outputs, find the health outputs to the right on the bottom of the VDR24 when it is in mounted position. They are labeled
R1, R2, and SYS.
Connect each health output's + and - terminals to the appropriate
health relay coil and ground (Battery -) for low-side switching or to
the Battery+ and health relay coil for high-side switching.

XR and IR
XR and IR Relay Contacts

+ 12 V Battery Supply (B12)

Normally Open
VDR24 + and - inputs for XR and IR

Normally Closed

VDR24 Radar Controller

Battery Supply Ground (N12)

Figure 16. XR and IR relay contacts

In island crossing applications, the VDR24 connects to the Crossing
Relay (XR) and Island Relay (IR) to tell the difference between a vehicle detection event and when a train is occupying the crossing. The
necessary terminals are found on the bottom side of the VDR24 when
it is in mounted position.

Connecting Crossing Relay (XR)
1
2

Note. During an IR
event, the system
does not update
correspondence.

22
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Connect Battery+ through the contacts of the railroad crossing's
XR relay to the VDR24's XR+ and from XR- to battery ground.
Verify that the XR indicator on the front panel is solid green when
the XR relay is closed (picked).

Connecting Island Relay (IR)
1

Connect Battery+ through the contacts of the railroad crossing's
combined IR relays to the VDR24's IR+ and from IR- to battery ground.

Dual Radar Vehicle Detection System User Guide

2

Verify that the IR indicator on the front panel is solid green when
all of the IR relays are closed (picked), signifying that there are no
trains on the crossing island.

VDR24 operation

Note. The display will
turn off to preserve
power when no
key is pressed for a
programmable period
of time known as
the Inactivity Timer.
This may be set
to 10, 20, 30, or 60
minutes. Pressing
any key will wake up
the display, returning
to a configurable
default display.

Figure 17. VDR24 keypad

The VDR24 is operated by a keypad that consists of seven buttons
used to navigate through its menus. Besides navigating to the left and
right, the left and right arrow keys respectively decrease and increase
variables that can be changed, such as numbers. The bent arrow navigates up one level at a time in the device's menus. Pressing Cancel
at any time will cancel the current operation and return the menu to
the Home screen (1.0).

Interpreting front panel LEDs

Figure 18. LED indicator lights on the VDR24 front panel

Chapter 3: Installing the VDR24 Controller
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Note. When the
VDR24 powers on, it
undergoes a series
of setup procedures
for approximately
20 seconds. Each
successfully
completed step is
signaled by an asterisk
(*) adjacent to each of
the procedural steps
within the progress
brackets [ ]. The VDR24
will come to rest at
the Home screen
menu, pictured here.

Green

Orange

Red

Health 1 & 2

Sensor is in good
health.

VDR24 has
detected
a potential
problem.

Sensor has
experienced internal
failure, loss of
power, or loss of
communications to
the VDR24. System
reverts to failsafe
state.

SYS

Correspondence
between the
sensors is at
or above the
threshold.

N/A

Correspondence is
below the threshold.

Zones 1–4

No train or vehicle
detected.

A detection
during an IR
state.

A detection OR
failsafe state.

XR/IR

The crossing's XR
or IR relays are
closed (picked).

N/A

The crossing's XR or
IR relays are open
(dropped).

Navigating the menu

Home
>Current Activity
Health and History
About
Administrative and Preferences

1.0

Figure 19. VDR24 Home screen
˿
˿
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Level 1.0 Home – From here, select sub menus 2,3,4, and 5.
Level 2.0 Current Activity – Observe the current operating metrics
and access the following screens:
̀ 2.1 Detection Activity – Observe current detection activity and
verification outcomes.
̀ 2.2 Detection Latency – View quantity and time differences
between sensors configured using identical, redundant zones.
̀ 2.3 Communication Quality – View communication events
from each sensor, evaluated over 10-second windows.

Dual Radar Vehicle Detection System User Guide

˿

Level 3.0 Health and History – Observe accumulated and averaged metrics and access the following screens:
̀ 3.1 Radar Correspondence – View number of detection events
for each sensor and tracking percentage (only relevant for
identically configured radar zones).
̀ 3.2 Communication Quality—History – View number of sensor
messages received and validated over a moving history window.
˿ Level 4.0 About – View firmware versions and other descriptive
information and access the following screens:
̀ 4.1 System Processor Census/4.2 Output Processor 1 Census/4.3 Output Processor 2 Census – View firmware version,
power-up and watchdog reset metrics, and accumulated
runtime for the system processor and each of the two output
processors.
̀ 4.4 Radar 1 Information/4.5 Radar 2 Information – View serial
number, firmware version, and setup information for each
sensor.
̀ 4.6 VDR24 Information – View device ID, model number, and
serial number.
˿ Level 5.0 Administration and Preferences – Change operating
preferences and settings, reset options, and manual system tests;
and access the following screens:
̀ 5.1 User Interface Preferences – Set Inactivity Timer and Default display.
̀ 5.2 Radar Correspondence Test Settings – Establish radar
tracking test settings.
̀ 5.3 System Reset Options – Reset individual History metrics, all
History Metrics; perform entire System reset or Factory reset.
̀ 5.4 System Test Function – Conduct internal system tests for
Display, Keypad, Indicators, and Communications.

Indicators
The health indicators for each connected sensor should be blinking
green, indicating that valid messages are being received from the
sensors. Zone information displayed on the front panel indicators may
not be valid or meaningful at this point, since detection zones and
other sensor operating parameters may not be set up yet.

Setting correspondence thresholds
1
2
3
4

Navigate to the Radar Correspondence Test Settings screen (5.2).
Scroll to the desired zone.
Press Select and use Right+ or Left- keys to choose a threshold value.
Repeat for all desired zones.

Note. Zones can be
disabled by setting
the threshold at
0%. Unused zones
should be disabled.

Chapter 3: Installing the VDR24 Controller
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About correspondence thresholds
Correspondence is the measurement of how much detections from
two sensors at an installation agree, and typically ranges between
90% and 100% for a well-configured crossing. If correspondence drops
below the threshold, the SYS health circuit will open and its LED indicator will be red.
Where a system is installed having high truck traffic, high numbers of
pedestrians, or large metal structures over or near the road, system
correspondence will be lower than expected. A typical value for the
correspondence threshold is 90%. If correspondence is lower than
90%, the correspondence threshold may be lowered to 85% or 80%.
If the correspondence is lower than 80%, efforts should be taken to
improve sensor correspondence.
If low correspondence appears to be caused by vehicles being
detected multiple times, the sensors may need to be repositioned
or relocated to achieve a higher correspondence. If pedestrians are
causing low correspondence, detection zones may be adjusted to try
to exclude pedestrian walkways.

Setting sample size
1
2
3

Go to the Radar Correspondence Test Settings screen.
Scroll to Sample Size.
Press Select and use Right+ or Left- keys to choose a value.

Sample Size is the number of vehicles that the correspondence
percentage is calculate from. A Sample Size of 100 is usually a good
number to use.

Troubleshooting your installation
˿

Make sure sensors are aimed correctly at the detection area.
Check all cable connections for proper clamping and color coding
accuracy.
˿ Verify that the sensors are properly powered by measuring sensor
voltage levels on the PWR and GND terminals for each sensor
connector on the side of the VDR24 enclosure. Nominally, this
voltage should be 24.4 VDC.
˿ Verify that the XR and IR signals on the VDR24 are properly connected to railroad equipment and check that front panel LEDs are green.
˿ Confirm that in an activated or unpowered state the XR or IR indicators on the VDR24 front panel are solid red.
˿

Note. The sensors
can operate on as
low as 12 VDC, but
utilizing the higher
voltage maximizes
the homerun cable
length, which can be
500 ft. or longer.

26
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4
Connecting to the Sensors
Download and installation
SmartSensor Manager Matrix Rail (SSMMR) is software that lets you
configure and interact with the Matrix Rail, including providing access
to and notifications of firmware updates. It can only be installed on a
Windows computer.

Chapter 4: Connecting to the Sensors
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Downloading SSMMR

Figure 20. Finding the SSMMR download on the Island Radar website

1
2

Note. You must have
administrator rights to
install the program, as
well as Microsoft .NET
Framework version 4.7.

In a browser, navigate to www.islandradar.com/support.
Under the heading SmartSensor-Rail Firmware, double-click on
the round button to the right.

Installing SSMMR

Figure 21. SSMMR install

1
2
3
4

28
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Double-click on the setup file.
Choose the language to use during installation.
Follow the instructions on your screen to choose where to install
the software, as well as which shortcuts to create.
Click Finish when you're done.
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SSMMR main screen
Open SSMMR to see the screen below.

Figure 22. SSMMR main screen

Changing the software language

Figure 23. Language selection

1
2
3

Click the globe icon in the lower left corner
A window will appear. Choose your desired language from the
drop-down menu.
Click OK.

Changing the software size
Click one of the two boxes at the bottom of the screen to choose
between the medium and large display sizes.

Chapter 4: Connecting to the Sensors
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SSMMR communication basics

Figure 24. Communication button, main screen

SmartSensor Manager Matrix Rail connects to your sensors via a serial
RS-232 connection routed through the port on the right side of the VDR24.
A connection can also be made over an Internet (IP address) connection when there is an Ethernet-based connection to SSMMR; for more
information on making an Internet connection, contact Island Radar.
There is also a virtual option for testing or demonstration purposes.

Making a serial connection

Note. You may
need a USB to serial
adapter to connect
to your computer.

Figure 25. For serial connections
30
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Click Communication on the main screen.
Select the Serial tab on the far left in the upper left corner of the
screen.
3 From the Port drop-down, choose the COM port on your computer that the sensor is plugged into. If you are unsure of the port,
select Search to cycle through all available COM ports.
4 Click Search. The first time you connect, use a Full search, which
will find all the Matrix Rail sensors connected to the VDR24 and
can take up to 30 seconds. A Quick search can be used for any
subsequent connections and will take considerably less time.
5 Once the list of sensors appears, click on the sensor you would
like to configure.
6 Click Connect.
1
2

Serial connection settings
˿

Timeout – This is how long the software tries to connect to the
sensor before it gives up. You can increase this time if you're having trouble connecting to the sensor.
˿ Full search – Select this when searching for sensors for the very
first time using an RS-232 connection to the VDR24. You need to
perform a full search to completion before all sensors can be discovered using a quick search. If you perform a full search and then
cancel before the search is complete, the sensors not discovered
before the full search was terminated will also not be visible after a
quick search.
˿ Quick search – Lets you quickly connect to sensors that were already discovered using a full search. If you add or replace a sensor
connected to the VDR24, you will need to do a full search before
that new sensor will appear on a quick search.

Note. The first time
you connect to a
sensor, the Sensor
ID will be the last
seven digits of the
sensor's serial number.
However, the names
in the Location and
Approach fields will be
set to different values.
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Definition. A virtual
sensor connection
lets you see simulated
traffic in SSMMR
without actually
being connected
to a sensor—great
for demos!

Making a virtual connection

Figure 26. Virtual connection screen

1
2

3
4
5

Click Communication on the main screen and then click the folder
icon at the top of the screen.
Under Virtual Sensor File, click the magnifying glass icon to navigate to the virtual sensor file you want on your hard drive. You
can also create a new virtual sensor file in the window that pops
up by navigating to the desired save location, typing in a new file
name, and clicking OK.
Click Search.
Once the list of virtual sensors appears, click on the virtual sensor
you would like to configure.
Click Connect.

About virtual sensor files
If you make changes to the sensor's setup while using a virtual
connection, those changes are saved to the virtual sensor file,
which by default will be saved to C:\Program Files\Island Radar\
SSM Matrix Rail v.X.X.X\Bin.
If you want, you can back up those virtual sensor settings; that will
create a sensor setup file which can then be restored to an actual
sensor. More on the backup/restore tools is available in chapter 9.

Troubleshooting a connection
Some or all of the following may help you troubleshoot:
˿
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Make sure that all power and communication wiring is correct.
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˿

Check the port settings.
˿ Make sure the VDR24 is installed correctly.
˿ If a failure occurs repeatedly, contact Island Radar.

Advanced communication tools
Once you've made a connection, the Communication button of the
main screen should be animated, with arrows moving past each other.

Viewing sensor information

Figure 27. Sensor Info window

1

2

Before connecting to a sensor, double-click on the sensor row.
This will bring up the Sensor Info window, with information about
the sensor's location.
You can click the Connect button to connect to this particular
sensor.
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Viewing software version information

Figure 28. Version windows

1
2

Right-click anywhere on the screen.
This will bring up a small window that will allow you to view
component, firmware, and hardware version information.

Disconnecting from a sensor
1
2
Note. The address
book lets you save
device connection
settings for future use.

Click Communication on the main screen.
Click Disconnect.

Using the address book
Filters address books
Deletes an address book
Imports an address book
Exports an address book

Edits the selected device
Deletes the selected device
Adds device to address book

Figure 29. Address Book screen
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1
2

Click on the book icon at the bottom of the connection screen
(serial or virtual).
The address book screen will appear; use the settings pointed out
to add, edit, and delete device connection settings.

Viewing the error log

Note. The error log
can be useful in
troubleshooting, or
you may need to
save it and send it
to Island Radar.

Figure 30. Error log

1
2

Click on the notepad icon at the bottom of the connection screen
(serial or virtual).
The error log will be saved to C://ProgramFiles/IslandRadar/
SmartSensor Manager Matrix Rail vX.X.X/bin. It will also open in
your default .txt editor. If you need to save a copy for troubleshooting purposes, do a Save As, as the file will be written over next
time you view an error log.

Updating the sensor

Note. SSMMR allows
you to upgrade all
sensors connected
to the VDR24.

Figure 31. Version Control basic screen and detailed screen

1

If the version of SSMMR doesn't match the version of the sensor's
embedded firmware, then after you click Connect, the Version
Control screen will appear.
Chapter 4: Connecting to the Sensors
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2
Note. It is
recommended that
you back up the
sensor's configuration
before undergoing
a firmware upgrade.
See chapter 9 for
more details.

3

If you would like specifics on the mismatch, click a sensor ID and
then click the Details >> button.
Click UPLOAD FIRMWARE, or, if you prefer not to update at this
time, click Close.

Advanced settings
˿

Backup/Restore – This backs up all of the settings for the sensor(s) before the upload. When the upload is finished, it will restore
all the settings.
˿ Upload to all sensors – This setting broadcasts the upgrade to all
the sensors on the control bridge.
˿ Disable fast pacing – Check this box if you are connected using
Bluetooth or other devices with a slow connection speed.

Downgrading the sensor

Figure 32. Downgrade warning message

If the downgrade message appears, it means that the sensor firmware
is newer than the version of SSMMR you are using. Get the newest
SSMMR from www.islandradar.com
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5
Configuring
Sensor Settings
Settings tabs

Figure 33. Settings button, main screen

Access the sensor settings by clicking on the Settings button on the
main screen. Changing these settings is optional; if you leave them set
to their defaults, the sensor will still function.
Chapter 5:  Configuring Sensor Settings
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Changing General tab settings

Figure 34. General tab

Note. Whatever
you enter in the
Approach field will
also appear on the
Sensor Setup screens.
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Setting

Description

Details

Serial Number

Shows the
identification number
assigned to the sensor
by Island Radar.

Can't be changed.

Sensor ID

Shows the sensor ID,
which is the last few
digits of the sensor
serial number. No two
sensors should have
the same ID.

Can't be changed.

Description

Lets you create a short
description of the
sensor.

Location

Lets you enter the
sensor’s location.

Include information such
as GPS coordinates,
the name of the closest
city or town, milepost
information, a DOT number
for the site, or other sensor
identification.

Approach

Lets you enter
information about the
side of the crossing or
crossover the sensor is
located on.
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Setting

Description

Details

RF Channel

Lets you change
the radio frequency
channel the sensor is
transmitting on.

If you're using multiple
sensors in the same
crossing, set each to
a unique RF channel.
SSMMR should notify you
when an RF channel needs
to change.

Sensor Height

Lets you enter the
distance from the
ground to the sensor.

Entering an approximate
height allows vehicles to
be shown at the correct
distance in the software.

Units

Sets whether the
software displays
distances in standard
(mph/feet) or metric
(kph/meters).

Purely for your
convenience—does not
affect sensor performance.

Changing Ports tab settings

Figure 35. Ports tab
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Setting

Description

Details

Response
Delay

How long the sensor will
wait before responding to a
received message, shown
in milliseconds. Default is
10 ms.

The default setting is 10
milliseconds.
Please contact Island
Radar before changing
this setting.

Port 1 (Control)

Port usually reserved for
connecting and configuring
the sensor.

Please contact Island
Radar before changing
this setting.

Port 2 (Data)

Port usually reserved for
pushing data.

Please contact Island
Radar before changing
this setting.

Green Arrow

Shows the port over which
SSMMR is connected to the
sensor.

N/A

Data Push

Lets you choose which port
you want to use to push
presence data. The VDR24 is
configured to push presence
data over Port 2.

Please contact Island
Radar before changing
this setting.

Source

Lets you choose where the
SSMMR gets the traffic data
it reports.

Choose Antenna for
standard use (reports
data as detected by
the sensor). Choose
Diagnostic for testing
and training (creates
simulated traffic).
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Changing Advanced tab settings

Figure 36. Advanced tab

Setting

Description

Details

Wash-out
Time

Lets you set the
amount of time a
tracker is detected
before it washes out
into the background.

Use this if vehicles or trains
are temporarily parked
along the approach for long
stretches of time, causing
unwanted calls.

Queue
Forming

Enables the sensor to
fill in gaps between
cars in a queue.

This can help if vehicles are
often occluded or missed.
This is unchecked by default.
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Changing Other tab settings

Figure 37. Other tab
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Setting

Description

Details

Weather
Optimizations

Improves detections where
heavy rain or snow occurs.

Use this setting if you
are consistently getting
false detections from
extreme rain storms
or rutted snow on the
ground.

Blind Sensor
Failsafe Check

Helps the sensor determine
if its ability to detect targets
has been compromised
and allows the sensor to go
into failsafe (constant calls
on all channels)

Turn this on prior to a
storm where wet, sticky
snow may stick to the
face of the sensor.
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6

Configuring Lanes

Figure 38. Sensor Setup, main screen

Click Sensor Setup on the main screen to open up tab 1.
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Lanes tab
Overlay buttons

Clear Tracks
button
Approach
name
Edit Area

Tracks

Menu bar

Sensor

Figure 39. Lanes tools
Note. Vehicle tracks
are not constrained to
lanes, even after you
have saved sensor
lane configuration.

Note. Lanes are
updated as traffic
moves through the
sensor's field of view.

Tracks
The Sensor Setup screen shows the sensor’s 140-ft. (42.7-m), 90° field
of view. Vehicle detections are represented in the software by tracks,
or blue dots, along the sensor’s footprint. You can clear these tracks
from the screen by clicking Clear Tracks.

Auto Cfg overlay
The automatic configuration overlay shows lanes that are automatically discovered by the sensor. These lanes will be blue until they are
captured. Click Auto Cfg to show or hide this overlay. The automatic
configuration overlay produces uni-directional lanes and stop bars.
Both of these features should not be used in exit gate applications.
For exit gate applications, we recommend you manually configure
lanes.

Saved Cfg overlay
The saved configuration overlay shows the lanes that you saved to
the sensor. You can compare everything you see in this overlay to the
changes you’re making in the edit area. Click Saved Cfg to show or
hide this overlay.
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Using the menu bar

Figure 40. Lanes menu bar

Setting

Description

Details

To Main Menu

Takes you back to the
main screen.

N/A

Save Config

Saves lanes to the sensor.

N/A

Undo Last Edit

Undoes the last change
you made in the edit area.

N/A

Clear Edit Area

Deletes all lanes from the
edit area.

Use this before you create
new lanes.

Move Sensor

Rotates the view of the
edit area.

Change this to match
the software with
the approach being
detected. Purely for
your convenience—
does not affect sensor
performance.
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Note. It is
recommended that
you not use the Auto
Lane Configuration
feature and manually
configure your
lanes instead.

Setting

Description

Details

Restart/
Reboot

Allows you to either restart
automatic configuration or
reboot the sensor.

Click Restart Auto Lane
Cfg to start the auto
configuration over again.
Click Reboot Sensor to
clear all sensor thresholds.

Edit
Thresholds

Lets you edit the sensor's
sensitivity thresholds.

Use this to increase or
decrease the sensitivity of
the sensor's detection.

Play/Pause
Traffic

Plays/pauses tracks in the
edit area.

Use this when a vehicle is
in a certain position you'd
like to use as a reference.

Shows a description of
each menu bar button.

N/A

Lane Setup
Note. You will not
be able to save
the configuration
if lanes overlap.

Adding a lane

Figure 41. Adding a lane
Note. You can
also move lanes
by clicking and
dragging anywhere
in the edit area.
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1
2

Click in the edit area where you would like to add a lane and the
Edit Area window will appear.
Click Add Lane.
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Deleting a lane

Figure 42. Deleting a lane

1
2

Double-click on the lane you would like to delete and the Edit
Lane window will appear.
Click Delete Lane.

Changing the width of a lane

Note. Adjusting
the width of a lane
will impact the
detection search
area for that lane.

Figure 43. Adjusting lane width

1
2

Select a lane in the edit area.
Click on the selected lane and then click again on the node you
want to adjust.

Definition. A lane
node is a point, placed
within a lane, that can
be used to adjust a
lane by moving its
trajectory, adding turns
or corners, or widening
part or all of a lane.
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3

Change the width of the node by clicking the direction buttons
or enter the desired lane width in the Width field. The numbered
pair between the arrows shows the (x, y) coordinates of the node
within the sensor’s footprint.

Creating a curve in a lane

Figure 44. Moving a lane node

1
2
3
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Select a lane in the edit area.
Click again and select Insert Node.
Click and drag one of the lane nodes anywhere in the edit area. You
can also click on a node and then click on the arrows in the Node
Adjustment window to move the node in the desired direction.
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Changing the path of a lane

Figure 45. Changing the path of a lane

1
2

Select a lane in the edit area.
Click and drag a lane node anywhere within the edit area.

Creating uni-directional lanes

Note. For exit gate
management
applications, use only
bi-directional lanes.

Figure 46. Creating a uni-directional lane

1
2

Select the lane that you want to make uni-directional.
Click the lane arrow so that it displays an arrow only pointing one
way.
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Changing the direction of a lane

Figure 47. Changing lane direction

Note. You cannot
Reverse the direction
of a bi-directional lane.

Note. Adjusting
thresholds impacts the
detection of vehicles.
When adjusting, you
should not change
the value more than
2dB in either direction
at one time. After
each adjustment,
save the settings
and check sensor
performance. Contact
Island Radar for more
information regarding
thresholds and how
to adjust them.

1
2

Select a lane in the edit area.
Click the lane again and then select Reverse Lane.

Edit Thresholds
Adjusting all thresholds

Figure 48. Adjusting sensor thresholds

1
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Click the Edit Thresholds button. This will change the color of the
sensor’s footprint and allow you to change the sensitivity of certain
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2
3

areas in the footprint.
Click anywhere within the sensor’s footprint and the Sensitivity
window will appear.
Click Adjust All and the sensitivity slider window will appear.

Note. Negative values
will increase sensitivity;
positive values will
decrease sensitivity.

Figure 49. Adjusting sensitivity sliders

4

Click the arrow buttons to change the sensitivity (in decibels).

Adjusting a region of thresholds

Figure 50. Adjusting a region

1

Click the Edit Thresholds button. This will change the color of the
sensor’s footprint and allow you to change the sensitivity of certain
Chapter 6:  Configuring Lanes
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2
3
4
5

areas in the footprint.
Click anywhere within the sensor’s footprint and the Sensitivity
window will appear.
Click Zoom In.
Click and drag on the threshold region(s) you would like to change
and the sensitivity slider window will appear.
Click the arrow buttons to change the sensitivity (in decibels).

Resetting all thresholds

Figure 51. Resetting all thresholds

1

2
3
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Click the Edit Thresholds button. This will change the color of the
sensor’s footprint and allow you to change the sensitivity of certain
areas in the footprint.
Click anywhere within the sensor’s footprint and the Sensitivity
window will appear.
Click Reset All.
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7
Configuring Zones
& Channels

Figure 52. Zones & Channels screen

Click and open tab 2 on the Sensor Setup screen—Zones & Channels.
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Note. SSMMR
supports 4 channels
and up to 16 zones,
though most
applications will only
use 2 zones—one for
each direction of travel.

Zones & Channels tab
Ruler

Flags

Clear Tracks button
Approach name
Edit Area

Zone stack

Tracks

Zone

Sensor
Menu bar

Figure 53. Zones & Channels tab

Tracks
The Sensor Setup screen shows the sensor’s 140-ft. (42.7-m), 90° field
of view. Vehicle detections are represented in the software by tracks,
or blue dots, along the sensor’s footprint. You can clear these tracks
from the screen by clicking Clear Tracks.

Measuring tools
Click a zone and then click the ruler icon to see that zone’s dimensions. A red and blue flag will appear inside the zone and can be used
to measure the distance from that zone to anywhere in the edit area.
The flags at the top of the screen can also be dragged anywhere in
the edit area to find the distance between two objects in the sensor’s
footprint.
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Using the menu bar

Figure 54. Zones & Channels menu bar

Setting

Description

Details

To Main Menu

Takes you back to the
main screen.

N/A

Save Config

Saves zones and
channels to the sensor.

N/A

Undo Changes

Undoes the last change
you made in the edit
area.

N/A

Edit Zone

Allows you to move a
zone and add delay/
extend settings.

Use this to make changes to
a zone.

Zone/Channel
Map

Lets you quickly map
zones to channels.

Use this table to set up your
zone/channel mapping.

Edit Channel

Lets you select channel,
type, apply and/or
logic, invert a zone,
map zones to channels,
change delay/extend
settings, and choose
min and max speeds.

Use this to make changes to
a channel.
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Setting

Description

Details

Output Settings

Lets you change delay/
extend settings for
channels,

Use this to quickly see all
channel settings at a glance.

Play Traffic

Plays/pauses tracks in
the edit area.

Use this when a vehicle is in
a certain position you'd like
to use as a reference.

Shows a description of
each menu bar button.

N/A

Zones
Adding a zone to the lanes

Figure 55. Placing zones

1
2

Click and drag a zone from the zone stack to the edit area.
Place the zone anywhere along the lane(s).

Zone stack
Click the plus/minus buttons by the zone stack to cycle through
zones. Place a zone back in the zone stack by clicking and dragging it
off the edit area.
Note. If gate
movement causes
zone activations, the
zone may need to
be placed farther
from the gate.
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Understanding clear storage distance
The Clear Storage distance is the 6-ft. minimum space between the
crossing gates and the rails, as shown in the image below.
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Entrance gate

Clear Storage Distance
6 ft.

Figure 56. Clear storage distance

Place the outside border of a detection zone at least four feet from the
gate to prevent swaying gates or the front-end of stopped cars at the
gate from creating false activations.

Moving a zone

Figure 57. Editing zones

1
2

Select the zone you want to move and click the Edit Zone button.
Move the zone either by using the arrows in the Edit Zone window
or by clicking and dragging the zone anywhere along the approach.

Note. Zones
cannot extend past
the edit area.
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Resizing a zone

Note. It may be helpful
to have someone
walk along a line that
is halfway between
the crossing gates
and the outside rails,
defining the clear
storage distance.
While observing their
track, move the ends
of the zone being
configured to the
correct location inside
the crossing gates.

Figure 58. Changing the size of a zone

1
2

Click on the zone you want to resize.
Click and drag the corners of the zone.

Deleting a zone

Figure 59. Deleting a zone

1
2
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Select the zone you want to delete.
Click and drag the zone back to the zone stack or anywhere outside the edit area.
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Changing delay/extend settings for a zone

Note. It is
recommended that
you check the current
delay/extend settings
in your controller
before adjusting
these settings in
SSMMR in order to
avoid redundancies.

Figure 60. Changing zone delay/extend time

1
2
3

Select the zone you want to change.
Click Edit Zone in the menu bar.
Use the up/down arrows to change the delay/extend time.

Channels
Mapping zones to channels

Figure 61. Zone/Channel mapping

1

Click the Zone/Channel Map button in the menu bar.
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Note. Clicking on
the zone number in
the zone column will
highlight that zone
in the edit area.

2
3

Determine which zone(s) you would like to map to which channel(s)
Map the zone row to the channel column by clicking the gray
LEDs. A zone is mapped to a channel when the LED is green.

Using the Edit Channel window

Figure 62. Edit Channel window

Setting

Description

Details

Channel
selection

Lets you cycle through
different channels and edit
settings without leaving the
Edit Channel window.

N/A

AND/OR

Allows you to apply AND/
OR logic to the channel.

Click AND or OR to apply
logic.
AND logic means that all
mapped zones have to
be active to trigger the
channel.
OR logic means that any
activity in any mapped
zone will trigger the
channel.
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Zone
mapping

Lets you quickly map
currently configured zones
to the channel.

Click the zone LED to map
that zone to the channel.

Delay

Ignores outputs that are
shorter than the specified
delay time.

Click anywhere in the
white box and use the up/
down arrows to change
delay setting in the Output
Settings window.
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Setting

Description

Details

Extend

Continues a channel
output until the time
specified runs out.

Click anywhere in the
white box and use the up/
down arrows to change
the extend setting in the
Output Settings window.

Min Speed

Lets you set a minimum
speed for the channel.

Select a minimum speed
from the drop-down list.

Max Speed

Lets you set a maximum
speed for the channel.

Select a maximum speed
from the drop-down list.

Adding delay/extend time for a channel

Figure 63. Adding delay/extend settings

1
2
3

Click the Edit Channel button.
Click anywhere in the top-right part of the Edit Channel window
and the Output Settings window will appear for that channel.
Add delay or extend time using the up/down arrows.

Note. In four-quadrant
gate applications, a
0.2 second delay and
2.0 second extend
is recommended.
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Note. Double-click on
any channel row to see
the output settings for
that specific channel.

Using the Output Settings window

Figure 64. Output Settings window

Setting

Description

Details

Ch

Channel

N/A

T

Channel Type

N/A

Delay

Delay

Double-click on the row
to change this setting

Extend

Extend

Double-click on the row
to change this setting

Saving zone and channel settings
When all zones have been configured and associated parameters
established, click the disk icon to store the configuration in the sensor.
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8

System Verification

Figure 65. Verification screen

Click tab 3 on the Sensor Setup screen to open the Verification tab. In
this tab, instead of tracks, vehicle detections will now appear as light
blue rectangles.
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Note. The letter under
the channel number
represents the channel
type (N=normal).

Verification tab
Zone status icon lit up when a vehicle
enters zone

Vehicles appear in real time over the
crossing

Channel indicators and zones turn red
when zone is occupied
Zones are highlighted in green

Figure 66. Verifying vehicle detection
Note. Zones must be
mapped to a channel
to be visible in the
Verification window.

Channel Indicators
The channel LEDs will turn red when vehicles enter a zone that is
mapped to that channel. Click a channel indicator to see the zones
mapped to that channel. Click and hold on a channel indicator to see
channel settings.

Figure 67. Channel settings
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Using the menu bar

Figure 68. Verification menu bar

Setting

Description

Details

To Main Menu

Takes you back to the main
screen.

N/A

Save Config

Saves threshold changes.

N/A

Channel Info

Shows channel settings
and lets you troubleshoot
channel outputs.

Use this to verify
channel settings,
counts, and channel
outputs.

Edit Thresholds

Lets you edit the sensor's
sensitivity.

Use this to increase or
decrease the sensitivity
of the sensor's
detection.

Play/Pause
Traffic

Plays/pauses tracks in the
edit area.

Use this when a vehicle
is in a certain position
you'd like to use as a
reference.

Help

Shows a list of channel
types for reference.

N/A

Shows a description of
each menu bar button.

N/A
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Lane Verification
Verifying your configuration
Note. The system
is optimized for
detecting potentially
trapped or queued
up vehicles on the
crossing when the
warning system starts.
It is not expected to
instantly respond
to vehicles that are
moving at high speeds
over the crossing
area. They will still
be detected, but the
detection duration
may be short.

Verifying your configuration means comparing the detection data in
SSMMR software with the actual traffic at the crossing; you can observe
the crossing traffic yourself or record it using a separate device.
Depending on your computer speed, there may be a slight processing
delay between the actual detection and the illumination of channel
status indicators and highlighted zones in SSMMR.

Verify vehicle detection
1
2

Monitor a minimum of 20 vehicles in each lane.
Verify that vehicles are being detected as they move through the
detection area..

Verify zone activation
1
2

Verify that detected vehicles are causing the zone to be activated.
Verify that the zone is activated when the vehicle is between the
entrance and exit gates.

Using the Channel Info window

Figure 69. Channel Info window
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Setting

Description

Details

Count

Shows the counts as detected by
the sensor.

Use this to verify the sensor
is detecting vehicles in the
approach. Click Reset to set
counts back to 0.

Ch

Channel

N/A

T

Channel type. N=normal.

N/A

Delay

Delay setting in seconds.

N/A

Extend

Extend settings in seconds.

N/A

Manual/Sensor Mode

Figure 70. Manual mode

Click the Manual Mode button at the bottom of the Channel Info window. Here you can manually turn the channel outputs on and off to
make sure the call is being placed to the correct output.

VDR24 Verification Tests
Verifying gate non-interference
1
2

Watch as gates are lowered to verify that no detection events occur.
Move lowered gates back and forth, simulating movement in high
wind, and verify that no detection events occur.
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Verifying health status connection
1
2

Disconnect a sensor from the VDR24.
After 5 seconds, observe that the VDR24 and the disconnected
sensor have entered failsafe by noting that all detection zones and
health indicate red. Any connection of the health circuit to railroad
equipment should show the same state.

Verifying zone outputs
1
2

When a vehicle drives through the detection area, make sure that
the corresponding VDR24 zone LED turns red.
Make sure that any zone output connections to railroad equipment are registered by the equipment.

Verifying correspondence
1
2

After the Correspondence Threshold is set, allow at least 20 vehicles to travel in each lane.
Verify that the correspondence percentage is higher than the
threshold. If the correspondence is lower than the threshold, see
Chapter 3.

VDR24 to railroad equipment verification
If any railroad equipment (exit gate controller or relay logic) is connected to the VDR24 outputs, verify that detections registered by
the VDR24 are being received by railroad equipment either through
observing indicator lights on a controller or watching physical relays
change state.
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Using Tools

Figure 71. Tools button, main screen

Click Tools on the main screen to open the Tools screen.
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Figure 72. Tools screen

Backing up and restoring files

Figure 73. Backup-Restore screen
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Setting

Description

Details

ID

The last seven digits of the
sensor serial number.

Can't be changed.

Approach

Which direction of traffic the
sensor is detecting.

Can be changed in the
Settings screen.

Description

A description of the sensor.

Can be changed in the
Settings screen.
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Setting

Description

Details

Location

The sensor's location.

Can be changed in the
Settings screen.

Backup File

Allows you to create
a backup file (.mxc) of
the sensor settings you
currently have configured.

This may be useful if
you are making changes
to the sensor and
want to back up your
configuration before
you do so, so that you
have a known good
configuration to fall back
on if necessary.

Click the magnifying glass
to navigate to where you
want to create the backup
file; type a name and hit
OK. Click the Back-up
Sensor Setup button to
save the backup file to your
computer.

Restore File

Loads a backup file (.mxc)
to the sensor, replacing the
current sensor configuration
with the configuration
saved to the .mxc file.
Click the magnifying glass
to navigate to where the
desired backup file is saved;
select it and hit OK. Click
the Restore Sensor Setup
button to apply the saved
configuration from the
backup file to the sensor.

Restore
Factory Setup

Sets all sensor settings
back to the factory defaults.

Alternatively, it may
be useful if you are
replacing a sensor in
the field and you want
to quickly apply settings
from the old sensor to
the new one.
This may be useful
if you have made
changes to the
sensor and need to
restore a backed-up
configuration from a
saved file (see above).

N/A
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Checking sensor diagnostics

Figure 74. Sensor Diagnostics screen

Note. If a sensor fails
a self test, contact
Island Radar.

1
2

Click Run Sensor Self Tests.
Check the results. They will appear as either “Success” or “Failed.”

Logging traffic

Figure 75. Tracker Logging screen

1
2
3
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Click Tracker Logging.
Click the folder icon and specify a location for your log file.
Click the On/Off switch to begin logging traffic. Once the switch is
on, the timer will begin.
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4

Toggle switch off once you are done logging traffic. You can open
the log file by either clicking the magnifying glass icon or going to
the location you specified.

Using the Manufacturer’s Diagnostic tool

Note. Contact
Island Radar before
using this tool.

Figure 76. Manufacturer's Diagnostic Tool

1
2
3
4

Click Manufacturer’s Diagnostic Tool.
Click the folder icon and specify a location for your file.
Click On/Off switch to begin collecting data. Once the switch is
on, the timer will begin.
Toggle the switch off once you are done collecting data.
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10

Periodic Maintenance
The dual radar vehicle detection system is designed for minimal
periodic maintenance. Conducting the VDR24 System Test quarterly
can verify that the system is operating correctly and performing well.
If it is desired to conduct the system test more often, it could be done
monthly.

VDR24 System Test
The VDR24 System Test is part of the system periodic maintenance
and verifies that:
˿

Sensor alignment is correct
˿ Sensors are working
˿ Detections zones are positioned and functioning properly
˿ Sensor correspondence and sensor communication is good.
The test can be performed using the VDR24's front panel and a
positive verification of these tests ensures that the VDR24 is working
properly. Follow the steps below to verify the test:
1
2
3
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Verify that health LEDs for Radar 1, Radar 2, and System are green.
Verify that the correspondence percentage is above the threshold.
Verify that vehicles in the sensor detection area are causing radar
detection zone LEDs to turn red. (If more detailed event detection

Dual Radar Vehicle Detection System User Guide

4
5

is desired, connect to the VDR24 with SSMMR and confirm that
vehicles are being detected in the lanes properly.)
Verify that each sensor appears to be properly mounted to the
pole and pointed at the center of the area being detected.
Verify that all wires terminated at the VDR24 are secure and in
good order.

Chapter 10: Periodic Maintenance
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11

Troubleshooting
This chapter contains information that you can refer to when the dual
radar vehicle detection system is not operating properly.

VDR24 and sensor installation
˿

Save the radar configuration – After each sensor is correctly configured, save the configuration by using Backup-Restore under
the Tools section (the first screen after connecting to the sensor).
˿ VDR24 input voltage level – Verify proper input voltage to the
VDR24 at the BAT+ and BAT- terminals located on the right side of
the device. Voltage should be within 10–30 V.
˿ Sensor voltage level – Check sensor voltage (probe apertures on
the cable connector above PWR and GND); it should be greater
than 22 V.

Health and communication
˿

Health indicator status – Confirm that both sensor health LEDs on
the front panel of the VDR24 blink green.
˿ Communication quality metrics – Verify on the VDR24 that the
percentage of received and validated messages is 100%.
˿ Reset the Communication Quality – History minimum and maximum values so that new values can be tracked.
˿ Sensor Diagnostic – Go to Tools > Sensor Diagnostics in SSMMR
and run the sensor self test.
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˿

Communications cable and connector – Check for signs of wear
or damage. Make sure the connector is securely mated with the
receptacle on the sensor body.

Sensor vehicle detection
˿

Sensor alignment – Visually confirm that the sensors are aligned
with the roadway and the crossing.
˿ Detection zone activity – Confirm that the detection zone LEDs on
the VDR24 front panel illuminate when a vehicle moves through a
detection zone and that both sensors register the event at approximately the same time.
Communication Quality - Current 2.3
Received
Validated
Radar1
167 100%
167 100%
Radar2
167 100%
167 100%
Period1
Period2

2
2

Sec
Sec

27 Messages
27 Messages

Communication Quality - History 3.3
Received
Validated
Radar1 Max
167 100%
167 100%
Min
0
0%
0
0%
Radar2 Max
167 100%
167 100%
Min
0
0%
0
0%

Figure 81. Viewing communication quality metrics
˿

Zone position and boundaries – Perform a physical test of each
detection zone by having a person walk along the zone boundaries while viewing Tab 2 of SSMMR. Verify that the outer zone
boundaries fall in the middle of the clear storage area.
˿ Correspondence metrics – Confirm that the detection correspondence between two sensors is as least 90% (or greater than the
correspondence threshold, or whatever the chosen threshold, by
navigating to the Radar Correspondence screen.)
˿ Reset the Radar Correspondence history values so that new values can be tracked.
Radar Correspondence
3.1
Zone1 Zone2 Zone3 Zone4
Threshold 75%
75%
----Current
95%
98%
----Average
92%
95%
----Minimum
89%
94%
----Period 0Yrs 138Days Sample Size 100

Warning. When
performing physical
tests, be sure to follow
safety procedures.
Flagging the crossing
and coordinating
with local train traffic
is mandatory when
detection events
are being verified.

Note. Reset the Radar
Correspondence
history by going
to Home >
Administration and
Preferences > System
Reset Options > Reset
Correspondence.

Figure 82. Correspondence metrics
˿

Detection Threshold Adjustment – When vehicles momentarily
disappear, or there are spurious detections, the detection thresholds may need to be adjusted. Adjusting the thresholds up will
cause the sensor to detect fewer targets and moving the thresholds down will cause the sensor to detect more targets (see ChapChapter 11: Troubleshooting
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ter 6 to adjust thresholds).

VDR24 performance
˿

Runtime metrics – View accumulated run time on the System
Processor Census screen. If run time has not accumulated as
expected between maintenance visits, and there have not been
known internal or external site power interruptions, investigate the
cause of the aberration.
System Processor Census
4.1
Firmware V1.00.96 01/31/20914
Resets
0003 WD
0008 Powerup
Radar1
Not Connected
Radar2
Not Connected
Runtime 00Years 002Days 21Hours

Figure 83. Accessing the system runtime metrics

Installation checklist
Use this checklist when setting up a dual radar vehicle detection system. Refer to the corresponding section in the user guide for details
on each step.

Install Matrix Rail sensors
˾ Install mounting bracket on pole
˾ Mount sensor on bracket
˾ Ground sensor

Install VDR24 Controller
˾ Mount controller
˾ Connect power and ground
˾ Connect sensor cables
˾ Connect zone outputs to railroad equipment
˾ Connect health outputs to railroad equipment
˾ Connect Crossing Relay (XR) and Island Relay (IR) to controller
˾ Set Correspondence Threshold
˾ Set Sample Size

Configure Sensors
˾ Install SSMMR on laptop
˾ Configure Sensor Settings
˾ Configure sensor lanes
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˾ Configure sensor zones
˾ Configure zone/channel mapping
˾ C
 onfigure channel delay and extend
˾ On Advanced tab, un-check Queue Forming
˾ On Other tab, check Weather Optimization

Verify System Setup
˾ Verify vehicle detections
˾ Verify zone activation
˾ Verify gate non-interference
˾ Verify health status
˾ Verify zone outputs
˾ Verify correspondence
˾ Verify connections to railroad equipment

Chapter 11: Troubleshooting
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A

Appendix A:
Glossary of Terms
Below is a list of terms that have meaning specific to the railroad
industry or the Island Radar Detection System:
˿

˿
˿
˿

˿

˿
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AREMA – The American Railway Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way Association (AREMA) is a North American railway
industry group. It publishes recommended practices for the
design, construction, and maintenance of railway infrastructure,
which are requirements in the United States and Canada.
Channels – Output channels are the isolated interface point between detection zones and railroad equipment.
Closed contacts – An isolated, solid state, electrical switch that
establishes a connection and conducts current.
Crossovers and interlockers – A switchless interface between
two or more tracks. For the purposes of the Island Radar detection
system, a crossover is a location where the radar-based detection
system may be used to detect trains on track circuit dead sections.
Delay time – The time period during which a continuous detection
state on an established zone must be present before the VDR24
controller passes that condition to an output channel for signaling
to railroad equipment.
Device USB port – A Type B connector effecting a USB interface
where a connected Host USB port supplies power and manages
the communications (e.g. a device that is controlled by a laptop
computer USB port).
•
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˿

˿
˿

˿

˿

˿
˿

˿

˿
˿

˿
˿
˿

˿

˿

Extend time – The additional time period that a channel output
remains in an active state following a valid detection. It is intended
to assure that a minimum pulse width signal is made available to
connected railroad equipment.
Firmware – Microprocessor executable code that defines the
operations and operating parameters of a device.
Host USB port – A Type A connector affecting a USB interface that
provides power and manages communications to a USB device
port (e.g. a laptop computer that is connected to a device being
controlled by an application residing on the computer).
ITS – Abbreviation for Intelligent Transportation System. The
general category of systems that provide highway and rail traffic
operational data, including radar-based sensing devices.
Lanes/Pathways/Tracks – Pathways where vehicles are intended to be detected. When the system is used for train detection at
crossovers, lanes are synonymous with tracks.
Open contacts – An isolated, solid state, electrical switch that does
not establish a connection and therefore does not conduct current.
Radar cross section – The relative signal strength of reflected
radar emissions off of a vehicle or structure. When measured and
compared against background signals, meaningful levels of reflected energy are the first step in the detection analysis process.
Railroad equipment – Includes crossing controllers, relay logic, and
vital processors that utilize vehicle or train detection to perform other functions, such as changing the position of grade crossing warning system gates or signal aspects for track circuit dead sections.
RS-232 – A one-to-one serial communication standard used to
configure the sensors.
RS-485 – A multi-drop serial communication standard used between the VDR24 controller and the sensors. Passes high-speed
communications reliably over long distances with high immunity
to electrical noise and interference.
Shield or drain – A common electrical conductor used to suppress noise and interference in communication cables.
SmartSensor Matrix – The general class of Wavetronix sensor
containing multiple solid-state sensors in a single package.
SmartSensor Matrix Rail – A specific firmware of the SmartSensor Matrix hardware that contains performance features specially
intended for railroad applications.
SSMMR – Abbreviation for SmartSensor Manager Matrix Rail. A PC
application for configuring the behavior of SmartSensor Matrix Rail
and establishing detection lanes, zones, and zone output channels.
Zones – Individual areas that, when a detection state is confirmed,
cause an associated output channel(s) to be activated, opening
the contacts associated with those output channels.
Chapter A: Appendix A: Glossary of Terms
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